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QUESTION 1

The [homes] section of smb.conf contains the parameter browseable = no. What are the resulting consequences?
(Select TWO correct answers) 

A. When browsing the Samba server, there is no visible share called homes. 

B. The homes share can be directly accessed by specifically opening this share by its UNC path. 

C. When browsing the Samba server, users can open the homes share but they cannot see the content of their home
directories. 

D. If the Samba server is part of an Active Directory Domain, only users in the group SeBrowsingUsers can browse the
homes share. 

E. When browsing the Samba server, there is no visible share named after the current user. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 2

To minimally configure Samba to publish event logs, the eventlogs to list must be specified in smb.conf. What is the
directive in the smb.conf file to enable event logs and list which eventlogs to publish? 

A. event list 

B. eventlogadm 

C. msevent list 

D. eventlog list 

E. eventlog 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Which directive of the smb.conf file will ensure a Samba server will win broadcast elections for the master browser? 

A. os level = 255 

B. os level = 31 

C. os level = 15 

D. os level = 0 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 4

An administrator has manually migrated local accounts to OpenLDAP, instead of using migration tools. When trying to
authenticate as a user, an error is returned about invalid credentials. 

What is the most likely cause of this? 

A. The password hash type was not included in the user\\'s password attribute. 

B. Shadow passwords are incompatible with OpenLDAP. 

C. The original password from /etc/passwd was not included. 

D. The administrator forgot to run slappasswd to convert the hashes in /etc/shadow. 

E. The administrator forgot to run ldappasswd to convert the hashes in /etc/shadow. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Microsoft file systems are not case sensitive on file names. Linux file systems are case sensitive to file names. Which of
the following directives defines how Samba handles file name mapping in this situation? 

A. name map 

B. case map 

C. case sensitive 

D. case on 

Correct Answer: C 
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